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Abstract: 
E-Mese is a Hungarian voice created within BOSS (Bonn Open Synthesis System) 

for a restricted unlimited domain of children`s literature.  The aim of the voice is 

to study relevant language specific issues of Hungarian concerning unit selection 

speech synthesis, such as offering a possible solution for synthesizing inflected 

word forms that are out-of-vocabulary due to the characteristic strong 

agglutination of Hungarian.  
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1. Introduction  
This paper discusses the issues of creating the unit selection Hungarian Text-to-Speech system, called E-

Mese. The voice is primarily aimed for reading children`s literature, but is theoretically able to read any 

Hungarian text aloud. After discussing the related work done in the domain of speech synthesis in 

Hungarian, we will highlight some of the main characteristics of the language that are of importance for 

a speech synthesis system. Section 2 provides an introduction to the framework program being used for 

the creation of the voice, while section 3 elaborates on the objectives of the E-Mese project. In the 

following chapters we discuss the steps of creating the TTS system and its evaluation in detail. 

1.1. Related work 
Speech synthesis in Hungarian has a history of about 25 years. Apart from domain specific commercial 

systems, most work in this direction has been done at the BMI-TMIT. After an overview of the currently 

existing Hungarian speech synthesis systems, we will briefly present the two systems created with last 

generation techniques: unit selection and HMM synthesis systems. 

The first open domain Hungarian TTS system is the Hungarian voice of the formant 

synthesizer, Multivox, from 1985. Profivox, a diphone based speech synthesis system contains 1444 

diphones. In 2002 it has been extended with 6000 triphones, which resulted in a significant 

improvement in the voice quality. Profivox has an extensive prosody, and is in use in several practical 

applications, such as text message reader on cell phones. To date, this system is the best quality open 

domain Hungarian TTS system.1 

Building on the results and experiences of the Profivox synthesizer, a corpus based TTS system has been 

created for a closed domain, namely weather forecast.2 This simplified design is supposed to serve as a 

foundation for an open domain TTS system that is to be developed in the future. A written corpus has 

been created from twenty sources of weather reports, and extended with a list of abbreviations and 

their resolutions, a list of foreign words appearing in weather forecast, as well as a list of commonly 

misspelled words. The speech corpus was created by selecting a speaker of a radio weather forecast 

according to a set of requirements. A greedy algorithm was used to make sure that all possible 

Hungarian diphones were covered in the speech corpus. After that, 11 hours of high quality recording 

has been collected. A characteristic of weather report language is, that it uses on average longer words 

than usual for Hungarian, because of frequent weather-related expressions. The recorded corpus was 

compared to the written corpus: 

The frequency of word forms was also investigated: our list of words was labeled with the 

coverage percentage provided by each word. For the kth word this means that a list of the k most 

frequent word forms would cover a portion of our weather report corpus; the size of this portion 

is given by the sum of coverage percentages for the k words. Our analysis led to the conclusion 

that the 10 most frequent word forms cover 31% of the input corpus. As little as 500 words 

                                                           
1
 Nagy et al. (2006b) 

2
 Nagy et al. (2005), Fék et al. (2006a) 
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ensure 92% coverage, while with 2300 words this reaches 99%. A corpus from an unrestricted 

domain requires approximately 70,000 word forms to reach 90% coverage.3 

As a consequence, most of the input sentences could be synthesized from whole words or even 

complete phrases. This resulted in a very high quality synthesis that functions very well in its online 

application in a weather forecast web site4.  

As a further development to this TTS system, a Hidden-Markov-Model based synthesizer5 has been 

created on an extraction of the same corpus. HMM based synthesis is considered as a form of unit 

selection synthesis but it uses spectral and prosody parameters extracted from the waveform as units. 

The HMMs “learn” the spectral and prosodic features of the speech corpus, and the most likely 

parameters of the input text are extracted from the HMMs during speech generation. For the speech 

database, 600 sentences, a phonetic transcription and an automatic context dependent labeling has 

been created. Language specific questions were defined for the decision trees. The advantage of HMM 

synthesis is that it can create high quality speech from a small database. The speech product of the 

closed domain unit selection and HMM synthesis were compared with the open domain triphone based 

Profivox synthesizer in a MOS (Mean Opinion Score) like listening test. The results of this test are shown 

in Figure 1: 

 

Figure 1: Results of the MOS like test
6
 

As we can see from this chart, the new generation synthesis techniques score significantly higher than 

the triphone based synthesizer. The extension of these TTS systems for the open domain is a subject of 

ongoing research.  

1.2. Challenges of Hungarian for corpus-based TTS 
One of the main characteristics of Hungarian that is of crucial importance for speech synthesis systems 

is its agglutinative nature: the extensive use of affixes added to the word base. Grammatical information 

                                                           
3
 Nagy et al. (2005) p. 5 

4
 www.metnet.hu, accessed on: 17.08.2009 

5
 Tóth, Németh (2007) 

6
 Tóth, Németh (2007) p. 6 
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that is expressed by adpositions in Indo-European languages is in agglutinating languages typically 

carried in suffixes. As a result of this, open-class words such as verbs, nouns and adjectives have a wide 

variety of inflected forms. For example, a regular Hungarian verb can have over a hundred different 

forms7. Naturally, not all forms of all stems are frequently used, but their cumulative frequency adds up 

to a significant percentage.  

A word-unit based multilingual comparative study on corpora shows the consequence of the strong 

agglutination discussed above8. The study compared English and German corpora to two Hungarian 

corpora and found that a significantly larger number of words forms covered the full variety of words in 

the corpora. Figure 1 shows a result of this study. 

 

Figure 2: Coverage graph of word forms in different corpora 

What this means for TTS, is that given that we have TTS systems with the same size of recorded corpus 

in the three languages mentioned above, the likelihood that there would be words in a given sentence 

that would have to be concatenated from smaller elements, is larger in the case of the Hungarian 

system. Therefore, for an open domain, corpus based TTS system, focusing on the smooth 

concatenation of elements is of high importance. This problem can be addressed already by the design 

of the to be recorded corpus, knowing that the frequently occurring suffixes causing this phenomenon, 

are not of an open word class.   

A further issue concerning speech synthesis in Hungarian is on the level of prosody: the very peculiar 

question intonation, the correctness of which is of crucial importance for the understanding of the 

question9. Fortunately, these for TTS challenging features of Hungarian come paired with very straight 

                                                           
7
 for inflection tables see see the morphological database of the E-Szókincs project: http://corpus.nytud.hu/cgi-

bin/e-szokincs/alaktan, accessed on: 17.08.2009 
8
 Németh, Zainkó (2001) 

9
 Ladd (1996) discusses Hungarian question intonation more elaborately. 
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forward pronunciation rules and fixed lexical stress that can be taken advantage of when creating a 

speech synthesis system. 

This paper presents an attempt to create an open domain unit selection TTS system, in the design of 

which specifically addressing some of the characteristic issues of Hungarian.  

2. The Bonn Open Synthesis System 

2.1. Introduction to BOSS 
The Bonn Open Synthesis System (BOSS) is an architecture and software developed to function as a 

language-independent framework for the creation of synthetic speech.  It was originally developed by 

Karlheinz Stöber. BOSS is an efficient and expandable software platform that implies the elementary 

methods for developing unit selection speech synthesis systems. It uses a “non uniform unit selection” 

algorithm to select appropriate units, elements of various sizes, such as words, syllables, phones and 

half-phones from large corpora at runtime. BOSS is distributed with a fully functional German speech 

synthesizer (BOSS DE). In order to adapt BOSS to a new language, one has to provide their own speech 

data and some of the language-specific synthesis modules have to be adapted. 

The BOSS system is free software under the GNU General Public License (GPL) with a special exception 

that allows software which is released under a GPL-incompatible license to be linked to by BOSS. It was 

developed in C++ on the GNU/Linux platform. Originally, BOSS was created as a further development of 

the synthesis concept of Verbmobil10. The first version of BOSS developed in 2000, employed blackboard 

architecture for internal communication. The second version of BOSS (called BOSS II) was enriched by 

the employment of freely available tools and standardized data formats. The current version, BOSS III is 

increased in its portability and configurability (making use of XML-based configuration files and a MySQL 

database), as well as in its adaptability for new languages. To date, the existing TTS systems created 

within the BOSS architecture are for the languages German, Dutch, British English and Ibibio. 

2.2. The architecture of BOSS 
BOSS works with a client-server architecture, within which the BOSS client is language specific, having 

the main task of creating an xml out of the orthographic text input. The BOSS server is the core of the 

synthesis system, consisting of independent modules that all use the same XML vocabulary. The server 

can be divided into three functional units: a) modules for text pre-processing and prediction of prosody 

(e.g. transcription module and duration module), b) the unit selection module c) modules for signal 

processing and concatenation. All modules are based on the same base class, therefore, they can be 

loaded dynamically and their reconfiguration does not require recompiling of the server source code.  

2.3. Basic steps of creating a new TTS system with BOSS 
In this chapter, we will sketch the four main steps of creating a new voice with BOSS. As a prerequisite, 

one needs to be provided with recorded speech data, sampled at 16bit rate. 

                                                           
10 for more information see: Stöber et al. (1999) and Stöber et al. (2000). 
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2.3.1. Step 1: Data annotation 

The recorded speech corpus has to be annotated with the help of a grapheme-to-phoneme converter. 

The data needs to be enriched with lexical stress annotation and word- and syllable boundary marking, 

using a pre-defined symbol set. After that, the phone level segmentation of the corpus needs to take 

place. 

2.3.2. Step 2: Creating an inventory database 

Once provided with an annotated and segmented corpus, the data has to be converted into an XML 

format, where it can be enriched with further information, such as segmental context, half-phone data, 

mel cepstrum coefficients and acoustic prosodic information (F0 values). After all necessary information 

has been inserted into the XML documents, MySQL databases can be created for each element level in 

the hierarchy: words, syllables, phones and half-phones.  

2.3.3. Step 3: Creating relevant server modules 

The two runtime components of the BOSS server are the Transcription Module and the Duration 

Module. The language specific transcription code and duration information has to be provided, but the 

modules within BOSS, created for German are highly language-independent and can thus be easily 

adapted. The Transcription Module reads CART trees created by the Wagon software which is part of 

the Edinburgh speech tools library11. 

2.3.4. Step 4: Adapting unit selection 

As a last step, the preselection needs to be configured, and the unit and transition cost functions used in 

the system can be adapted according to language specific needs. 

3. Objective 
After discussing the for speech synthesis relevant characteristics of Hungarian, and introducing the Bonn 

Open Synthesis System, we will outline the objective of the TTS system that is being presented in this 

paper. According to the features of the language and the characteristics of the framework program to 

be used, there were many decisions to be made ahead regarding the design of the voice. Considering a 

short project of four months, certain areas of focus had to be determined, where other areas were to be 

compromised with. Concerning the aim of the voice, to research possible ways of handling language 

specific issues in unit selection synthesis, and creating a previously nonexistent open domain synthesis 

system for Hungarian, the focus had been set on the following areas: Firstly, a careful  corpus design, 

covering the phonetic distribution of Hungarian, providing the characteristic prosodic material in natural 

sentences, as well as a good coverage of frequent lexical items and a unit list addressing the problem of 

strong agglutination. The second focus area is the creation of a set of resolute annotation layers, such as 

designing a grapheme to phoneme converter, scheming a syllable segmentation within the phonemic 

transcription and executing a powerful lexical stress annotation that benefits from the characteristic 

fixed primary stress in Hungarian. The third area of concern is a sound duration estimation model 

trained on the corpus, with the help of language specific factors influencing sound duration in 

                                                           
11

 for a description see: Classification and Regression Trees, http://festvox.org/docs/speech_tools-
1.2.0/c16616.htm , accessed on: 17.08.2009 
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Hungarian. Furthermore, an evaluation has been carried out, using perception tests focusing on 

illegibility and naturalness. At the same time, text normalization has fallen out of the research areas of 

this project. Therefore, no model had been designed for synthesizing abbreviations, numbers, dates etc. 

Also, one had to compromise in the area of prosody, because designing a good quality prosody model 

for Hungarian would have requested very deliberate attention on its own. Here, we rely on the shallow, 

and thus not too language specific prosodic model in BOSS that has been fitted for the German language 

in the first place, as much as on the natural prosody contained in the utterances in the corpus.  

The voice is being created for a restricted unlimited domain, namely literature aimed for children 

between 4 and 10 years old. The name of the system, E-Mese suggests the type of texts the voice is 

designed to read: mese means fairy tale in Hungarian, E- suggests it is being read by an electronic 

device. At the same time, Emese is a Hungarian women`s name that also happens to be the first name of 

the voice talent.  

4. The corpus design 

4.1. “Restricted unlimited domain” 
The domain of children`s literature is for several reasons a very rewarding one, but it has, like all 

domains its own drawbacks and difficulties for speech synthesis. The choice for children`s stories has 

been made because generally, this text type needs fairly no text normalization, contains shorter 

sentences, and the Zipfian distribution12 of lexical items in these texts is to some extent better than in 

texts written for adults. In other words, the vocabulary of a book aimed for a seven-year-old will 

generally be less wide that that of a newspaper for example. At the same time, these texts naturally 

contain a wide grammatical and prosodic variability, questions, exclamations, dialogues are not 

uncommon. This enables one to set out to cover a fair percentage of the most frequent lexical items in a 

recorded corpus, while still having the challenging platform of an open domain13. 

 One of the problematic features of children`s literature are the numerous fantasy names of characters, 

that are impossible to estimate and include in the corpus. However, most of these names are designed 

according to the basic pronunciation rules of Hungarian, therefore theoretically they should not pose a 

much larger challenge than regular OOV words. The other characteristic of children`s literature, 

especially fairy tales is, that commonly, they are being read out loud with a very lively intonation. This 

means extraordinary F0 movements, and a wide range of other exaggerated, unusually implied 

suprasegmental characteristics, an imitation of which would be a very challenging task for a speech 

synthesis system and is thus out of the scope of this project.  Accordingly, the corpus has been recorded 

with intonation movements of regular measure. 

                                                           
12

 A distribution of probabilities of occurrence that follows Zipf`s law: the probability of occurrence of words starts 
high and tapers off fast. Therefore, a few words occur very often while many others occur extremely rarely. 
13

 for more information on the combined unit selection synthesis approach called “Restricted unlimited domain 
synthesis” see: Schweitzer et al. (2003) 
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4.2. The corpus  

4.2.1. Design principles and structure 

The corpus was built according to the following trio of principles which were set ahead: 

a) Focus on solutions for specific linguistic issues of Hungarian  

Firstly, the corpus is aimed to address the problem of the strong agglutination in Hungarian mentioned 

above.  

b) Domain specific corpus-based approach 

Secondly, the corpus is centered around a main collection of texts consisting of children`s books, that is 

treated as representative for the text types the system is intended to read. This means that most 

features of the corpus aim to cover the items that are estimated as likely appear in a similar text. For 

example, when dealing with suffixes or frequent lexical items, there was no attempt made capture all of 

them that exist in Hungarian, but only the ones that appear or are likely to appear in this collection of 

texts. 

c) Extendibility  

The third principle in the design of the corpus is that it is being built in a way that it is open to of further 

extensions, even after this short project is finished. For this reason, the corpus consists of three separate 

sections that are being shown in the table below.  

 

Table 1: Overview of the structure of the corpus 

In the next chapters, each of these parts is going to be discussed in detail. 

4.2.2. The text collection 

As mentioned earlier all three sections are connected to a Subcorpus which is a large collection of texts, 

containing 30 books of different types within the scope of children`s literature. Altogether it contains 

100.000 sentences. These literary works were selected for the corpus because there are annotated, 

lemmatized frequency lists available for them that were created within a project of the Linguistic 
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Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences14. These frequency lists contain the frequency of the 

lemmas occurring in the text, together with their part of speech (POS) tag. With the fusion of these lists, 

one is provided with useful information about the distribution of the vocabulary items and POS tags 

within the genre children`s literature. The segmentation of this corpus on the sentence level was done 

with the open source Hungarian tokenizer and segmentation tool Huntoken15. 

4.2.3. Corpus A  

Corpus A is aimed to cover the phonetic variety of Hungarian and is based on an existing database that 

was created to demonstrate the possible sound clusters in Hungarian16. This database, Sound clusters in 

Hungarian speech, contains 1500 individual words that can also be listened to on the web site of the 

project. All these words were recorded into the corpus, embedded into phrases. There is a phonemic 

transcription available for these words, with a not too narrow transcription method that was developed 

for this purpose. In the E-Mese project, this transcription method was slightly modified and adapted for 

developing a grapheme to phoneme converter, that was used all through the corpus and the 

pronunciation dictionary. 

For Corpus A, the individual words in the database mentioned above were embedded into semantically 

incoherent but grammatically correct phrases for the sake of naturalness in the recordings. The phrases 

were created semi-automatically, with the help of the annotated word frequency lists from the 

Subcorpus. The words in the database Sound clusters in Hungarian speech were annotated manually17 

with their part-of-speech information, and coupled with a word from the frequency list that had a 

grammatically comprehensible POS tag to create a grammatical phrase.  

4.2.4. Corpus B  

Corpus B forms the largest part of the corpus with its 1000 natural sentences that have been selected 

automatically from the Subcorpus, by a modified greedy algorithm. The algorithm was designed to 

create a prosodically representative sample of the main text collection, as well as to try to have the 

widest possible lexical variety, covering a large part of the lexical items from the top of the lemmatized 

frequency lists. Before going into details of the algorithm, at this point, an explanation of these efforts 

has to take place. It is rather unusual for corpora of open domain synthesizers, to try to cover frequent 

lexical items because of the largely uneven distribution of words in natural language according to Zipf`s 

law. It is a known fact, however, that texts written for children have a significantly smaller lexical variety 

than other text types aimed for adults. This gives us a better chance to try to gather natural sentences 

while obtaining a significant amount of the most frequent words in the text type. As a demonstration of 

this, a small study was carried out on two different text types written by the same author Gyula Illyés. 

The first text is a novel, Puszták népe, the second is a section from a work that contains 77 fairy tales 

                                                           
14

 E-Szókincs - Gyakorisági listák, http://corpus.nytud.hu/cgi-bin/e-
szokincs/gyakorisag?mode=l&work=10&.cgifields=work accessed on: 17.08.2009 
15

 Huntoken tokenizer and sentence boundary detector, http://mokk.bme.hu/resources/huntoken accessed on: 
17.08.2009 
16

Sound clusters in Hungarian speech - Acoustic representation in words, 
http://fonetika.nytud.hu/cccc/index.php?hl=en&v=1 accessed on: 17.08.2009 
17

 Note, that this was necessary because the database contains very unusual compound words, in order to 
demonstrate rare phone clusters. Therefore, no automatic POS tagger would have had usable results on this data.  
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Hetvenhét magyar népmese, collected and edited by the author. The first text contains 70.000 words, 

the second was cut after the 40th fairy tale in order to contain about the same number of words. The 

following graph was created using data made available by a featured word frequency counter and shows 

the difference on the lexical distribution in these two texts: 

 

 

Figure 3: Percentage of the text covered by the 5000 most frequent words in the two literary works 

This graph shows that if for example we were to select the 5000 most frequent words in the two 

different texts, we would get a better coverage of the whole text in the case of Hetvenhét magyar 

népmese, the work intended for children, than that of Puszták népe which is intended for adults. It is 

expected, that if we were to use lemmatized word frequency lists, ones that show a cumulative 

frequency of the different inflected versions of one lexical item, the results would show an even greater 

difference. This of course offers no solution for synthesizing OOV words, nor is it claimed here that the 

LNRE (Large Number of Rare Events) phenomenon in children`s literature is to be neglected. This study 

only shows that the vocabulary of a collection of fairy tales is notably smaller than other types of fiction, 

which can be an advantage for a corpus based speech synthesizer. 

Now that it has been shown that building a corpus from natural sentences with the aim of obtaining the 

largest percentage of the most frequent lexical items can be worthwhile in the case of children`s 

literature, a description of the modified greedy algorithm should follow that was designed for this 

purpose. The algorithm was designed to select 1000 sentences from the main collection of texts that 

have the largest possible lexical variety. The above mentioned aggregated and lemmatized frequency list 

of the Subcorpus is being used, that contains vocabulary items instead of inflected word forms. The 
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algorithm was built with an Ms Excel add-on, Inspector Text18 and uses fuzzy string matching to also 

match inflected forms of the lemmas in the list in the natural sentences. As usual with the greedy 

algorithm, once the most efficient item is found, it is deleted from the corpus, along with the criteria it 

matches in the list.  

A classical problem with this algorithm is that it prefers the longest sentences simply because they 

contain more features. Selecting only the longest sentences would have been very unpractical for a 

speech corpus, and also not representative of the text type. Therefore, the classical greedy method has 

been modified by assigning efficiency values to each sentence, calculated by dividing the number of 

words matched in the list with the total number of words in the sentence. After that a certain efficiency 

value was set up as a threshold which has been gradually adjusted a few times along the selection 

process. This way, the general problem of a greedy algorithm preferring long sentences was successfully 

eliminated. The average length of the sentences in the collection is still longer than that of the original 

texts, but not to an extreme extent. The process of selection was automatic, but manually stirred so that 

very unusual and for a speech corpus unsuitable sentences could be rejected for selection. The resulting 

1000 sentences cover more than 4000 out of the first 6000 most frequent vocabulary items from the 

text collection. A short evaluation of these results was carried out by matching a set of 1000 pseudo-

randomly selected sentences with the original list; to find that they cover 1866 items of the frequency 

list. The algorithm worked with more than doubled effectiveness. 

Another feature of the algorithm was to make sure that the prosodic features of the selected corpus are 

similar to those of the Subcorpus. This could be approximated by selecting a similar percentage of 

questions, declaratory and exclamatory sentences as the original text collection contains. Because of 

their more varying prosodic features, questions were slightly preferred to the cost of exclamatory 

sentences. The following graph shows the results, comparing the features of the 1000 selected 

sentences to the original collection of 100.000 sentences: 
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 Inspector Text from PrecisionCalc: http://precisioncalc.com/it/index.html accessed on: 17.08.2009 

Figure 4: Comparison of the subcorpus and Corpus B by sentence type and sentence length 
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4.2.5.  Corpus C  

Corpus C is created to address the problem of strong agglutination in Hungarian. The hypothesis behind 

the suggested solution is that if one records an inventory of suffixes in different phonetic contexts, an 

OOV inflected word form will be synthesized from the stem and the suffix and thus sound more natural 

than if the system had to drop to the next level of units and synthesize the verb endings from diphones. 

Corpus C focuses on verb suffixes, but if the method shows a clear improvement in the synthesis quality 

it can be extended to on common noun forms and comparative adjectives.  

The corpus is meant to contain all relevant verb suffixes, in a way that they can be easily attached to any 

preceding verb. The corpus consists of 750 VP-s that contain different verb suffixes. Again, a data-driven 

method was applied here, by selecting the 80 most frequent verbs and generating all inflected forms for 

that. This resulted in 5600 verbs forms. The stems were manually separated from the suffixes so, that in 

the case of strong coarticulation, the suffix would contain the preceding phoneme, the last sound of the 

verb stem as well. This way, we ended up having a multiple of actually existing verb suffixes, several 

versions of each suffix, coarticulating with different phonemes. This enables the system to select the 

most suitable suffix for different phonetic contexts. 

The following table shows a few examples: 

 

Table 2: Examples on the principle of selecting suffixes 

To avoid monotonous intonation while recording, the verb forms were embedded into phrases, using 

mainly adverbs, to create sentence-worth VP-s that are easy to read with a natural intonation. 

4. Recording, annotation and segmentation of the corpus 

4.2. Recording conditions   
The corpus was recorded in an anechoic room, within a period of four days, in 20 minute long sessions 

followed by 20 minute breaks. The recording was done at a 44100 Hz sampling rate and 24 bit 

resolution. The voice talent, a middle aged female, was asked to speak with a normal tempo, and keep 

from extreme pitch movements, while holding the intonation natural. Also, strong coarticulation at 

word boundaries was avoided. The sentences were recorded individually, the phrases in chunks of 10, 
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that were cut during the post-processing of the files. The recorded material is nearly 4 hours long (3 

hours 53 minutes). 

4.3.  Grapheme to phoneme converter 
As mentioned earlier, the G2P used for the corpus was based on the phoneme representations of the 

database Sound clusters in Hungarian speech. The following table shows the symbols used in the 

phonemic transcription of the database, together with their IPA counterparts19: 

 

Table 3: Symbols of the grapheme to phoneme converter with their IPA counterparts 

In addition, a J sound symbol represents a hiatus resolution in certain VV combinations. 

The only change to this symbol set was that in the G2P for E-Mese, the CC combination ng = *ŋ+ was 

considered as one unit, as well as the long version of consonants, such as /t:/, /p:/, /b:/, /g:/ etc. There 

were no other symbols used in the transcription that would interfere with the special characters used in 

BOSS. 

Because Hungarian has very straightforward pronunciation rules, a competent grapheme to phoneme 

converter could be built as a cascade of a few hundred replace rules. One issue that could not be solved 

with simple replace steps is the different coarticulation at the boundary in compound words and at the 

boundary between a stem and a suffix. The onset of the suffix adjusts to the preceding phone, while two 

lexemes are joined together, tend to keep their original pronunciation. An example of this is the 

articulation of the CC ts in these two contexts:  

                                                           
19

 for more information about the database, see: http://fonetika.nytud.hu/cccc/adatbazisrol_cvvc_en.html 
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1) lexem + lexem: két + színű    

orthography: kétszínű 

transcription: kE:tsi:nU: 

 

2) lexem + suffix: két + szer 

prthography: kétszer 

transcription: kE:c:er 

In these cases, manual correction has taken place. However, at a possible further stage of this project, a 

more complex G2P could be built, trained on the existing corrected transcription, and supplied with 

morphological and part-of speech information. 

4.4. Marking syllable boundaries 
The syllable boundary marking was done on the top of the first annotation layer, the phonemic 

transcription. This was considered to be the most efficient way, because phoneme boundaries are often 

not the same as grapheme boundaries. For example, long plosives are very typical in Hungarian, they are 

created by simply lengthening the silent phase before the ploison. A long /p/ appears in the orthography 

as /pp/, in the transcription as /p:/. Syllable boundaries traditionally take place between the two 

graphemes, while in speech, they are impossible to be separated and considered as two realizations of 

the phoneme p. In the phonemic transcription, /p:/ is considered as one unit and is thus never cut 

through by a syllable boundary. As an example, the word köszönésképpen (’as a thank you’) would 

traditionaly be segmented into syllables as kö.szö.nés.kép.pen. Within the phonemic transcription, the 

boundary is marked as follows: kO.sO.nE:s.kE:.p:en The boundary labelling has been done according to 

the maximal onset principle. A few exceptions have been made when consonant clusters occoured 

around morpheme boundaries. 

The boundary marking was done by a semi-automatic process. First, a concordance of all occurring 

words in the corpus was created. After that the transcribed words were converted into their consonant-

vowel combinations, and the words containing the same combination pattern were aggregated. The 

remaining few hundred distinct CVC combinations were labeled manually and finally re-matched with 

their original transcribed form in the text, where they again underwent a manual correction process to 

apply the exceptions mentioned above. Word boundaries were marked with the symbol /#/ at the 

beginning of each word. 

4.5. Annotating lexical stress 
Hungarian has fixed lexical stress on the first syllable of the word. Therefore, the annotation of lexical 

stress in the corpus was rather straight-forward. A short exception list of function words was used, but 

apart from those, the nucleus of the first syllable of every word was marked with a preceding /‘/symbol. 

The phenomenon of secondary stress is rather disputed in the literature. In several works it is shown to 

be insignificant, even non-existent20. For this reason it was considered more efficient to annotate 

primary stress alone, as decisions about secondary stress would have been rather arbitrary. 
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4.6. Automatic segmentation 
The automatic segmentation of the corpus was carried out with a language independent segmentation 

tool within the htk-toolkit, LAM4htk21. Both the orthographic version and the phonemic transcription 

had to be encoded first to avoid using special characters specific for Hungarian. Because the 

segmentation was desired to be performed on the phone level, the units defined for the segmentation 

were the same as the distinct units used in the grapheme-to-phoneme conversion. Here too, long 

versions of vowels and consonants were treated as separate units. LAM4htk trains a Hidden Markov 

Model on the corpus, with which it later performs the segmentation. Having had a 4 hour long corpus to 

train on, the process resulted in a reasonably accurate segmentation of phonemes. No formal evaluation 

of this has been carried out, but a fragment of the corpus (100 sentences) has been selected for manual 

correction, during which the automatic results could be examined carefully. Hereby, accuracy of the 

segmentation was found satisfactory. 

5. Creating the inventory database 
After the data was annotated with the necessary features, the creation of the MySQL database for BOSS 

could begin. This was mainly done with the help of BOSS tools. These tools are listed in Appendix A.  

The annotated and segmented corpus was put into an XML structure with the help of a BOSS script, 

blf2xml, where it could be enriched with further information. The insertion of the data into the XML 

could be performed with BOSS scripts specified for each data type, but for the data retrieval, we had to 

make use of several additional tools.  

5.2. Adding acoustic prosodic information 
As a first step, the pitch values of the phone segment boundaries had to be added to the XML-

document. The f0 value is needed as an input for the system to be able to calculate the concatenation 

costs for the units used in the speech synthesis. This data was retrieved with the help of the Snack 

Sound Toolkit22 that applies the ESPS pitch extraction algorithm. The output contains the F0 rate on 

every 5th millisecond. The BOSS tool, addf0 extracts an F0 value for both boundaries of each element, 

(words, syllables and phones) and calculates a mean F0 for the element. 

5.3. Calculating cepstral coefficients 
Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) are the inverse discrete cosine transform of the logarithmic 

spectrum. They are being calculated in order to give an indication whether a smooth transition is 

possible between two candidates. The main reason for using mel-frequency cepstral coefficients for 

synthesizing speech is that they are a representation highly acquiescent for robust statistical analysis 

because the coefficients are statistically independent from each other23. The BOSS tool melbounds adds 

22 attributes to each unit: 11 for each left (LM0…LM10) and 11 for each right boundary (RM0…RM10). 
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 LAM4htk http://www.tnt.uni-hannover.de/print/staff/dragon/index.php 
22

 Snack Sound Toolkit by KTH Royal Institute of Technology (Stockholm, Sweden) 
http://www.speech.kth.se/snack/  
23

 Taylor (2009), p. 429-430 
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5.4. Adding segmental context 
In this step, the XML-document is being enriched with contextual information by adding the attributes 

CLeft for the left and CRight for the right phonemic context. The attributes are assigned to each element 

within the XML document. Context classes are very important for the unit selection because they fulfill 

the role of diphones in a classic concatenative synthesis by making sure that the coarticulation between 

the selected segments matches the coarticulation needed for the target utterance. In order to make the 

unit selection process more flexible in case a phone is not contained with a correct context in the 

database, context classes are defined for each phoneme. The phonemes are grouped into context 

classes according to their place of articulation. Phonemes with identical place of articulation can be 

assumed to show very similar coarticulatory behavior.  

The BOSS Documentation uses the following example to explain the implementation of context classes: 

„If the unit selection looks for a phone *aU+ with a left context *n+ = *naU+, it may occur that there is no 

instance of such a phone in the database. Since [n,m, N] have been defined as one context class, the 

syllables [naU], [maU] have an identical CCLeft specification [aU]. That way, the [aU] with the left 

context [m] is provided to the unit selection algorithm as an alternative to the ideal target unit with a 

perfectly matching segmental context.” The context classes defined for German had to be adjusted to fit 

the phonemic characteristics of Hungarian. The following table shows the context classes defined for the 

phones used in the phonemic transcription of the corpus of E-Mese:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There has been an exception made for nasals, because of the nasalization of neighboring vowels in 

Hungarian. A vowel next to an n will sound significantly different than one neighboring a d for example, 

even though they both are alveolar consonants. For this reason, nasals have been categorized by their 

mode of articulation instead of place of articulation. 

5.5. Adding half-phone data 
The BOSS tool addhp calculates the half-phone information by cutting the phones at their timely middle 

and storing information about the first and the second half of each phone.  

Context class Place of articulation Phone 

FRO frontal i i: u u: U U: 

CEN central e E: o o: O O: 

BAC back a A: 

BIL bilabial p p: b b: 

LAB labiodental f f: v v: 

ALV alveolar t t: d d: s s: z z: l l: r r: c c: dz dz: 

POS post-alveolar S S: Z Z: C C: dZ dZ: 

PAL palatal T T: G G: j j: J 

VEL velar k k: g g: ng 

UVU uvular h h:  

NAS nasal m m: n n: N N: 

Table 4: Context classes defined for E-Mese 
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5.6. Creating the MySQL tables 
After the XML has been enriched with the necessary information, the data was written into 

corresponding tables of a MySQL database, with the help of the tool blfxml2db. One data table and one 

map table were created for each element level: word, syllable, phone and half-phone. The map tables 

connect the elements to their corresponding .blf and the audio files. For more clarity, a snapshot of a 

query in the tables of all four element levels is added to the appendix. It contains the rows with the 

most important information. Apart from these tables, there are two tables containing information about 

sentence modus, one containing the pronunciation dictionary, and a phone table containing all phones 

with information on voicing and mode of articulation.  

5.7. Adaptation of the unit selection rules 
The rules that BOSS uses for selecting the most suitable unit for concatenation are easily adjustable. 

According to the characteristics of the language and the corpus itself, one can define the features of the 

element the program should look for as a first choice, as a second choice and so on; and when it should 

decide to drop to a smaller element level. These selection rules were adjusted so that they would work 

most effective on the E-Mese corpus. The cost functions of BOSS that calculate the unit and transition 

costs have not been modified.  

When BOSS is given a sentence, it first retrieves the phone level transcription of the individual words. 

This transcription also contains syllable information, so the program knows where to cut a word into 

syllables if there is no suitable candidate for synthesis on word level available. Lexical stress is also 

annotated in the dictionary, and being taken into account when looking for suitable elements for 

concatenation. This way, for example, the unstressed syllable .ban originating from the word 

s”o.bA:.ban will not be selected for concatenating the word b”an.k:al, because there, this syllable is in a 

stressed position.  

5.7.5. Word preselection 

When a transcription of a word is found, BOSS looks first for the whole word with matching sentence 

modus in the word table. This way it can make use of prosodic information naturally contained in the 

sentence. If it does not find the ideal candidate, it searches further for a whole word with different 

sentence modus. If the word is not found in the word table, the unit selection drops to syllable level. 

5.7.6. Syllable preselection 

At first, syllables with corresponding left and right context are being looked for. Secondly, BOSS searches 

for candidates with at least one of the contexts matching. Before dropping to phone level, syllables at 

word boundaries (with a left or right context as a pause) are looked for and selected if suitable.  

5.7.7. Phone preselection 

When concatenating on the smallest unit level, BOSS looks for candidates with perfectly matching 

context, so not context classes but individual phones as context. Accordingly to availability, it is also 

possible to concatenate a word from both phones and syllables. 
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6. Language specific modules 

6.2. Sound duration prediction 
Duration prediction is important when synthesizing unknown words from unknown elements. The same 

speech segment in different contexts can significantly differ in length. The duration model provides the 

synthesizer with the necessary information regarding to the duration of specific speech segments. In this 

case, the duration module has been trained on phone level.  

6.2.5. Greedy algorithm for training corpus 

In order to create a reliable duration prediction model, one has to make sure that the training data is 

segmented accurately. This has to be achieved through a precise manual correction process. Because 

the complete manual correction of a nearly 4 hours corpus is a task beyond the scope of this project, a 

smaller sample of the corpus had to be selected as training data. A greedy algorithm has been applied 

for the optimal selection of the training corpus. Corpus B was used as a basis, as it is the one containing 

natural sentences. The algorithm was using the following parameters influencing sound length: 

feature marking symbol example 

in stressed syllable ‘ .‘h ’a .t A: s .t a .^l ^a ^n 

in unstressed word intern syllable no ‘ .‘h ’a .t A: s .t a .^l ^a ^n 

in word final syllable ^ .‘h ’a .t A: s .t a .^l ^a ^n 

in onset . .‘h ’a .t A: s .t a .^l ^a ^n 

in coda no .  .‘h ’a .t A: s .t a .^l ^a ^n 
Table 5: Parameters of the greedy algorithm for selecting sentences for manual correction 

The transcription was slightly modified for this purpose, to reflect the values of these parameters for 

each phoneme. The greedy algorithm was used to make sure that all phonemes with all features are 

contained in the corpus several times. For this, the frequency of each item (consisting of a phoneme and 

its features) in the whole corpus was counted. The value of the items in a sentence was then defined as 

1 / frequency of item in corpus B. Thus the value of the combination /.’o/ (a stressed /o/ in the onset of a 

first syllable) that occurs 672 times in corpus B is 1 / 672 = 0.0015. The logic behind this is that it is 672 

times more likely to occur in a random sentence than a unique item that will have value 1. This way the 

least frequent items were assigned a high importance rate. Through summing up the values of the 

individual items in a sentence the value of each sentence can be obtained and the sentence with the 

highest value will be selected. After selecting 95 sentences, all but 5 items were contained in the data 

set. These were then matched by having their importance value increased. 

Because the basis for selection are an already carefully selected collection of 1000 sentences of Corpus 

B, no manual filtering process had to take place for the sentences selected by the greedy algorithm. The 

average length of the selected 100 sentences has increased by less than 10 percent compared to that of 

the whole Corpus B. 

6.2.6. Duration prediction with CART-tree 

Classification and Regression Trees are a general model for predicting random variables, such as 

duration. From a given set of features, each branch produces a question, with a yes or no answer on one 
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feature. Working well with incomplete data and different types of features, CART trees are considered a 

good method to build a statistical model from a limited data set, are therefore often used for training 

duration models for speech synthesis. When building a CART-tree, parameters influencing phone length 

need to be defined in order to explain the variability of the duration of the same phone within the 

corpus. When choosing the parameters, the language specific nature of the factors influencing sound 

length, the size of the training corpus as well as the feasibility of the runtime recognition of these 

features in the input data had to be taken into account.  

For this training corpus, the following parameters were chosen:  

- name: the phone itself 

- p.name: the preceding phone 

- n.name: the next phone 

- sylpos: syllable position of the phone (Onset, Coda or Nucleus) 

- stressed: information whether the phone is in syllable carrying primary stress (1 or 0) 

- lastsyllable: information whether the phone is in the last syllable of the word (1 or 0) 

Note, that the distinction of vowels and consonants was not necessary because it is implied in the 

syllable position. In the German corpus of BOSS, final syllables are marked all though the corpus and are 

not to be concatenated in any other position apart from word final because of the significant duration 

increase in final syllables. In Hungarian, duration increase in word final syllables is present but not as 

significant so that it would disqualify the final syllables for taking a word intern position when 

concatenating an unknown word. For this reason, instead of marking them in the corpus, the feature 

lastsyllable was added as a parameter for training the duration model. Phones in monosyllabic words 

were not attributed to the lastsyllable feature. 

The duration model was trained with the festival tool Wagon24. The next two tables show a sample of 

the input data and a fraction of the tree.  

duration name p.name  n.name sylpos stressed lastsyllable 

132.5 a $p z N 1 0 

137.5 z a e C 1 0 

115 e z G: N 1 0 

140 G: e i O 0 1 

85 i G: k N 0 1 

80 k i a C 0 1 

120 a k s N 1 0 

50 s a t C 1 0 

50 t s d C 1 0 
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 Wagon CART building program http://festvox.org/docs/speech_tools-1.2.0/x3475.htm accessed on: 17.08.2009 
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85 d t O O 1 0 

75 O d n N 1 0 

80 n O g C 1 0 

52.5 g n E: O 0 0 

67.5 E: g C N 0 0 

180 C E: e O 0 0 

107.5 e C l N 0 0 

112.5 l e t C 0 0 

95 t l e O 0 1 

115 e t h N 0 1 

Table 6: Example of the input data for the CART-tree 

A stop value is introduced to limit the model. Given the freedom to add extra branches, the model will 

keep doing this, trying to explain all variance in the test data set. This overtrains the model, as prediction 

of items outside the model ends up suffering if the model is not general enough. The stop value decides 

how many items a node must contain before it is allowed to branch. With the limited data set used a 

stop value of 10 gave the optimal results in testing. 

                                …((name is b) 

                                 ((10.8733 92.8125)) 

                                 ((p.name is t) 

                                  ((name is k) 

                                   ((41.3243 100.15)) 

                                   ((sylpos is N) 

                                    ((43.3884 99.6429)) 

                                    ((14.4864 102.308)))) 

                                  ((p.name is S) 

                                   ((20.5363 96.6071)) 

                                   ((p.name is k) 

                                    ((sylpos is N) 

                                     ((30.9094 93.8176)) 

                                     ((26.9614 113.264))) 

                                    ((n.name is l) 

                                     ((28.2769 97.6789)) 

                                     ((n.name is e) 

                                      ((21.7665 109.327)) 

                                      ((p.name is t:) 

                                       ((19.2215 108.5)) 

                                       ((p.name is r) 

                                        ((19.5091 108.192)) 

                                        ((p.name is e) 

                                         ((name is a) 

                                          ((21.769 131.5)) 

                                          ((36.6423 106.706))) 

                                         ((p.name is l) 

                                          ((24.8104 123.036)) 

                                          ((name is a) 

                                           ((p.name is n) 

                                            ((121.104 150.357)) 

                                            ((32.0908 105.71))) 

                                           ((sylpos is N) 

                                            ((45.4439 134.167)) 
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                                            ((name is k) 

                                             ((126.522 142.083)) 

                                             ((29.0398 

116.094))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))) 

;; RMSE 23.5339 Correlation is 0.7101 Mean (abs) Error 18.0713 (15.0906) 

Table 7: A section of the CART-tree 

The resulting RMSE shows the average error of the predicted value in the test data to the actual value of that item 

(23.5 ms). With a correlation of 0.71 roughly 50% of the variability in the corpus can be explained and predicted by 

the resulting duration model. Even though a far larger training set could increase the quality of the duration 

model, most of the variability will be due to factors unknown or too complex to model in a CART tree. 

6.3. Pronunciation dictionary 
At this point, E-Mese does not have a runtime transcription module that can be activated when the 

synthesizer encounters a word that is not included in the dictionary. A creation of a reliable transcription 

module that uses corpus based training techniques was beyond the scope of the project. The existing 

dictionary can however serve as a training corpus for such a module in the future. Until then, an entity 

unknown to the dictionary has to be added manually to the MySQL database before the synthesis. The 

process of creating the pronunciation dictionary is elaborated on below. 

Because there was not a manually corrected pronunciation dictionary available that was using the same 

notation and symbol set as the phonemic transcription of the corpus, such an inventory had to be 

created especially for the E-Mese voice. The creation of a suitable pronunciation dictionary was a rather 

time-consuming task but it had several advantages. Apart from the efforts of reaching a high accuracy 

through careful manual correction, the dictionary could be tailored to the needs of the system, by 

including glossaries of texts the voice is intended to read. An open source word list, created to the Linux 

based spell checker Hunspell was used as a basis. In addition, a full glossary of the Subcorpus (a 

collection of 30 children`s books used in the greedy selection of Corpus B) was created and the distinct 

items were added to the wordlist of Hunspell. At last, we made sure that all words from the recorded 

corpus are included in the list as well. This way, a list of 140.000 words was created, ready for the 

phonemic transcription.  

The transcription took place with the same program that was used for the phonemic transcription of the 

recorded corpus. Recall, that this program consists of a simple cascade of replace rules and the 

produced phonemic code is in need for manual correction. In chapter 5.2. we discussed some of the 

cases where the manual correction was inevitable due to morphophonemic rules. In order to detect 

these cases in the dictionary, a “light” version of the transcriber was created, consisting only of the most 

straight-forward replace rules, thus without taking coarticulation into consideration. The list was then 

transcribed with both the full and the reduced version of the program and the two outputs were 

compared. In the cases of words in which coarticulation or other disputable sound cluster took place, 

there was a non match between the two transcribed lists. These items were then examined manually 

and the correct version was selected. Nearly 13% of the entire dictionary was corrected this way. The 

rest of the words are assumed to have no special characteristics concerning their pronunciation and are 

thus very likely to be transcribed correctly by the automatic process. This technique of partial manual 

correction was evaluated by examining the transcription of a random selection of 300 words, resulting in 
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a correct rate of 99.7%. This suggests an acceptable accuracy for speech synthesis. The syllable 

boundaries and lexical stress were annotated in the dictionary the same way as in the corpus.  

7. Evaluation design 
At this stage of the project, where no language specific intonation model has yet been created, it was 

considered reasonable to only carry out a subjective listeners evaluation of mostly indicational value. 

For the same reason, the questionare was, apart from a section on general impression, mainly focused 

around assessing intelligibility. The designing of an explicit evaluation of the effectiveness of the 

recorded suffixes in Corpus C is a subject of further research, but during the selection of the test set in 

this primary evaluation, utterances were chosen that contained words concatenated from syllables. 

7.2. MOS –like listening test 
The first section of the test consisted of six sentences that were each to be evaluated for pleasantness, 

intelligibility and naturalness, on a scale of 1-5. To give a clearer idea of the purpose of the scale, an 

explanation was added to each value. The scales and their explanatory phrases are listed in the table 

below: 

value pleasantness intelligibility naturalness 

1 very unpleasant completely unintelligible very unnatural 

2 unpleasant difficult to understand unnatural 

3 average reasonably intelligible reasonably natural 

4 pleasant well understandable natural 

5 very pleasant perfectly intelligible very natural 

Table 8: Evaluation scale of the MOS-like listening test 

By the aspect pleasantness, the subjects were to give judgment about the overall voice quality, and how 

pleasant it is to listen to. While evaluating intelligibility, they had to judge the ease of understanding of 

the utterance. When thinking about naturalness, subjects were asked to compare the utterance to how 

they imagined it would sound when said by a naturalness, and judge how close the synthesized sentence 

got.  

The test set was created by selecting a number of 6-7 word sentences from the subcorpus, and 

synthesizing them. After that, six sentences with various features were chosen out for evaluations. One 

of the guidlines was toselect two questions and four statements, the other was to include sentences 

without words concatenated from syllables or phones, as well as sentences including one or more words 

concatenated from smaller elements. The selected six sentences are listed below. They are color coded 

according to the element level chosen by the program: green means whole word, yellow means syllable, 

red means phone level.  
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1. Képes vagy ezt a gonosz sárkányt szol.gál.ni? 

2. A múltkor megparancsoltam, hogy nem dol.g.o.z.hat. 

3. Te is a királykisasszony nélkül jössz vissza. 

4. Hova a csu.dá.ba gurulhatott az az üveggolyó? 

5. A királylány jól ér.zi magát a vár.bör.tön.ben. 

6. Úgy is.me.rek itt mindent, mint a te.nye.re.met. 

When evaluating the results, these sentences can be clustered according to the features mentioned 

above: 

 questions statements 

only word level elements - 3 

one word concatenated from 

smaller elements 
1, 4  2 

two words concatenated from 

smaller elements 
- 5,6 

Table 9: Clustering of the test sentences by their sentence type and the number of words concatenated from smaller 
elements 

At this point of the evaluation we are mostly concerned with assessing the quality of the voice for the 

domain children`s literature. For this reason, the sentences selected were ones real sentences from 

chirdren`s books. A further step of the evaluation would be to compare the judgments given for out of 

domain sentences, such as segments from newspapers. 

7.3. Modified rhyme test 
A modified rhyme test (MRT)25 is a word-recognition test, where the listeners are played groups of 

words that only differ in one consonant. The users are asked to record in a multiple-choice test, which 

word they have heared. In this evaluation, we made use of these testing method, with the adjustment 

that there were also words that differed in a vowel. Ten groups of six words were selected: three groups 

with varying word initial consonants, three groups with varying word intern consonants, two groups 

with varying word initial vowels and two groups with varying word intern vowels. Care has been taken 

that consonants in cluster position would be included in the testing, as well as for the Hungarian 

language typical geminates, long consonants. After the creation of the tests, all words were synthesized 

and the one to be listened to was randomly selected. The following table shows the sets of words, 

together with their color coding of element level. The words underlined were the ones that got 

randomly selected for the testing. 

 word initial word intern 

consonant ko.tyog 

lo.tyog 

mo.tyog 

po.tyog 

ha.dat 

ha.gy.a.t 

ha.jat 

halat 
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 House et al. (1965), 158. 
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ro.tyog 

to.tyog 

ha.sat 

ha.vat 

csö.rög 

dö.rög 

görög 

hö.rög 

pö.rög 

zö.rög 

kézzel 

ké.ssel 

képpel 

ké.mmel 

ké.kkel 

ké.jjel 

be.nned 

te.nned 

lenned  

fe.nned 

ve.nned 

me.nned 

vár.ba 

vár.da 

vár.ja 

várna 

várta 

várva 

vowel ár 

ér 

ír  

úr  

ű.r  

őr 

számat 

szá.mát 

szá.m.ú.t 

számít 

szá.mot 

szá.mét 

ált 

élt 

ült 

ó.l.t 

o.l.t 

ö.l.t 

fél  

föl  

fül  

f.ú.l  

fal  

fel 

Table 10: Test items of the MRT test color coded by the element level of concatenation 

7.4. Transcription test 
In the final section of the evaluation, the listeners were given three sentences and were asked to type 

out what they heared. The sentences used for this purpose were semantically unpredictable sentences 

(SUS)26. The words in these sentences obey the rules of normal syntax, but they do not make any 

particular sence. This way, the listener does not get any hint about the meaning of a word because of its 

context. Therefore, the illegibility of individual words within a sentence can be assessed. The SUS 

sentences used in the evaluation were created along the same syntactic pattern. The sentences and 

their syntacic pattern is shown below. The color coding of the element levels is the same as above.  
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Nr. Det. Adjective Noun Verb Det. Adjective Noun 

1 A  kedves kéz szól  a marcona  sze.kér.nek. 

2 A  zöld  utca sze.re.ti  a  buta  csö.pp.ö.t. 

3 A világos szél kö.szön a  kevély 
e.lő.a.dás.n

ak. 

Table 11: Test sentences of the intelligibility test with SUS sentences color coded by the element level of concatenation 

7.5. Testing effects of familiarity 
Inspired by a curious discussion, we decided to test the effect of familiarity with the voice on the 

judgments given on naturalness and pleasantness. Because part of the subjects personally know the 

voice talent, such an investigation was possible. At the end of the evaluation, the subjects were asked 

whether they have recognised the voice of the actor. Two opposing hypothesises were set up about the 

effect of familiarity. According to the first hypothesis, the subjects that do know the voice talent, are 

going to find the voice more pleasant and natural because they are used to hearing the same voice from 

a natural person. According to the second hypothesis, the subjects that are familiar with the voice of the 

actor are going to be biased towards giving lower scores because they recognise the voice and hear it 

speak in a less natural way than they are used to.  

8. Results of the evaluation 
The evaluation was carried out with 21 people, aging between 22 and 52, all of them unfamiliar with 

speech synthesis. Before listening to the utterances and filling out the form, they were given a short 

introduction about the purpose of the system. The evaluation took about 20 minutes. At the end of the 

test, people were given the opportunity to share additional comments about the voice and their 

experience evaluating it. 

8.2. Evaluation of the pleasantness, intelligibility and naturalness of the 

voice 

8.2.5. Overal MOS scores 

The graph below shows the overall means of the results of the first section of the evaluation, the MOS-

like listening test. Intelligibility scored rather high, as most subjects found the sentences easily 

understandable, while naturalness, according to the expectations, was rated a lower average. The 

pleasantness of the voice has been rated slightly lower than expected. This could maybe be explained 

with the fact that subjects had no opportunity to compare with voice qualities other than unit selection. 
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Figure 5: Mean Opinion Score of the voice on pleasantness, intelligibility and naturalness 

 

8.2.6. Differences amongst the sentences  

The table below shows the comparison of the pleasantness, intelligibility, and naturalness amongst the 

test sentences. 

 

Table 12: Anova analysis on the individual test sentences 

If the sentences are all compared with each other, no significant difference can be detected between 

the means of the outcomes of the sentences (with no values for significance coming close to the 

threshold of 0.05). This is confirmed in the post hoc analysis on the outcomes of pairs of sentences. We 

can conclude that all the individual sentences are similar in evaluating the voice on each of the three 

aspects. As this analysis was performed pair wise (comparing the results from one sentence to one 

other) significant differences could still be found if the sentences or other elements are grouped, based 

on additional properties of the sentences or the subjects. 
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8.2.7. Difference between question and statement sentences 

When investigating difference between sentence types with a one way ANOVA analysis, no significant 

difference could be found between the question and the statement sentences. The mean value for 

intelligibility of the question sentences would be significantly lower on a 90% interval. 

 

Table 13: Anova analysis on different sentence types 

However, the results are not significant on a 95% confidence level, as a small number of outliers in the 

evaluation with only 21 subjects can have a large impact on the whole data set, as shown below. 

 

Figure 6: Mean Opinion Score of question and statement sentences 
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8.2.8. Effect of familiarity with the acting voice 

 

Table 14: Anova analysis on familiarity with the voice 

Familiarity with the voice of the actor whose voice was recorded has a significant positive effect on the 

evaluation of the pleasantness and naturalness of the voice with a 95% confidence level. This allows two 

interpretations. The first is that an artificial voice, just like any voice that is unfamiliar, takes some 

getting used to in listening, resulting in lower scores with subjects unfamiliar with the voice. The second 

is that knowing the voice actor can make a subject less likely to judge it negatively. The lack of a 

significant difference in the evaluation on the intelligibility might indicate familiarity with the voice has a 

bigger impact than a mere positive bias towards the voice actor. A more extensive test, where subjects 

grow accustomed to the artificial voice (but do not know the actor beforehand) can be used to further 

investigating of this hypothesis. 

8.2.9. Effect of concatenated words in the sentences on the quality 

A relevant question is whether concatenation of words from syllables has a degrading effect on the 

quality of the voice. This is analyzed by clustering the evaluated sentences by number of words in the 

sentence that are created from syllables or individual phones. In the graph below little difference can be 

seen in the evaluation between these groups of sentences.  

 
Figure 7: Mean Option Score of the test sentences clustered by the number of words concatenated from smaller elements 
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The ANOVA analysis confirms that within the evaluated factors, no significant differences can 

be found in their mean values based on the number of concatenated words (on a 95% 

significance level. Further investigation within the groups, confirms the conclusion, by proving 

that there is nowhere a significant difference between sentences, not even between the ones 

without concatenated words and the ones where two words were put together from smaller 

elements.  

 

Table 15: Anova analysis on the test sentences clustered by the number of words concatenated from smaller elements 

8.3. Results of the Modified rhyme test 

The Modified Rhyme Test (MRT) was created using ten sets of six words that only differed in 

one of its syllables. As opposed to the original MRT difference were not only found at the start 

or end, but also at any other position in the word. The main conclusion was that few subjects 

had trouble in identifying the right form of the words. With only five errors in total, the failure 

rate was only 2.4%. The one conclusion we can draw from this is that individual words are well 

understood from the system. Since we have no comparable data from natural speech in 

Hungarian or other Hungarian speech synthesis systems, no parallels could be drawn. The 

individual correct rates of the words are displayed in the chart below.  

 

Figure 8: Results of the Modified Rhyme Test. The color of the bars indicate the element level of concatenation. 
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The distribution of these five errors shows an indication that it might be somewhat harder to 

identify the words that consist of smaller elements. The word that has been put together from 

individual sounds scores the lowest, 19 correct answers out of 21. 

8.4. Error analysis of the transcription test 
The results of the third section, the transcription test with semantically unpredictable sentences were 

slightly worse than that of the MRT test. This is probably due to the fact that this time the subjects had 

no chance to choose from answers but had to provide their own. The 21 subjects made altogether 7 

errors in the 3 sentences, each consisting of 7 words. An error register has been created for evaluating 

the results of the third section, in an attempt to find some correlation between the types of errors. 

Error register of the intelligibility test with SUS sentences 

Correct word Erroneous 

transcription 

Is the mistaken 

word an 

existing one? 

Level of 

concatenation 

Number of 

occurrences 

marcona marcon a no word 1 

szekérnek szegérnek no syllable 1 

szél fél yes word 1 

szél szé no word 1 

szél tér yes word 1 

világos virágos yes word 1 

kevély kemény yes word 1 

Table 16: Inventory of occurring errors in the intelligibility test with Semantically Unpredictable Sentences 

As the chart shows, no tendency could be found regarding to the types of mistakes. No word was 

mistaken for the same word more than ones, and the subjects were transcribing both existing and non-

existing words for the ones they could not identify properly.  

9. Summary 

9.1. Conclusion 
The main research goal of the E-Mese project has been to address the problem of the heavy 

agglutination of Hungarian, resulting in a significant amount of out-of-vocabulary words. We aimed to 

achieve a high intelligibility for words that need to be concatenated from smaller elements. The issue 

has been dealt with from several different directions, such as corpus design, the level of phonemic 

transcription, duration model, as well as the annotation of lexical stress. Furthermore, the inbuilt 

characteristics of BOSS, amongst others the use of unit levels (word, syllable, single phone) and the use 

of context classes instead of diphones needed to be taken into consideration and tested for the new 

language.  

Only a brief evaluation has been done to access overall voice quality, the results of which, however, 

support many of the small design decisions. The most important of these are listed below: 
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 Including verb suffixes in different coarticulatory contexts into the corpus; 

 using a greedy algorithm for selecting authentic sentences containing a wide coverage of basic 

vocabulary; 

 designing a rather broad phonemic transcription that functions well together with selecting 

elements from similar contexts according to the context classes; 

 only annotating primary fixed lexical stress and profiting from it in the duration model. 

Finally, on the practical part, using many semi-automatic processes driven by featured Excel tables and 

macros (for greedy selections, phonemic transcription, lexical stress and syllable boundary 

annotation) has proven to be an effective method.  These are significantly faster than manual processes 

but easier to design and more flexible than writing scripts, and could thus be narrowly tailored for the 

needs of the specific corpus. 

There are a number of improvements that need to be implemented on the voice, especially in the area 

of intonation, to achieve a marketable voice quality, but nonetheless, a previously non-existent open 

domain unit selection TTS system for Hungarian has been created. 

9.2. Future work 
There are three main areas where further development to E-Mese could be rewarding. To begin with, 

the training of a statistically driven grapheme-to-phoneme converter on the manually corrected 

pronunciation dictionary would mean a significant upgrading to the current rule based phonemic 

transcription program. Secondly, as the recording of verb suffixes in Corpus C has been found a suitable 

solution for Hungarian agglutination, the corpus could be extended to contain all Hungarian affixes in 

different coarticulatory contexts. Lastly, the creation of a language specific prosody model, including 

solutions for the typical question intonation of Hungarian would result in a well noticeable improvement 

in the voice quality. Furthermore, as extensive research has been done on the prosodic characteristics of 

reading in different genres in Hungarian27, specific features of reading for children could be included in 

the prosody model, to make E-Mese a real fairy tale reader. 

  

                                                           
27

 Olaszy (2005) 
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Appendix 

Appendix A – List of tools and databases  
Open source tools 

Name of tool Description Availibility 

HunToken 
rule based tokenizer and sentence boundary 

detector for Hungarian texts 

http://mokk.bme.hu/resources

/huntoken 

Wagon from 

Festvox 
builds Classification andRegression trees 

http://festvox.org/docs/speech

_tools-1.2.0/x3475.htm 

Snack Sound 

Toolkit 

toolkit for creating multi-platform audio 

applications with a script 
http://www.speech.kth.se/snack/ 

Inspector Text from 

PrecisionCalc  

Microsoft Excel Add-on that enbles fuzzy string 

matching 

http://precisioncalc.com/it/ind

ex.html 

BOSS tools 

Name of tool Description Availibility 

lab2blf 
converts .lab files to .blf files (using time 

notation in samples) 

http://sourceforge.net/projects

/boss-synth/ 

blf2xml 
creates an XML document from the .blf files 

that can be later enriched 

addcontext 
adds segmenal context information to the XML 

document 

addhp adds half-phone data to the XML document 

optbounds 

optimizes segmental boundaries created by 

manual segmentation by moving them to the 

nearest zero crossing 

melbounds calculates mfcc-s 

blfxml2db 
converts the XML document into corresponding 

tables of a MySQL database 

Databases 

Name of database Description Availibility 

E-Szókincs - 

Gyakorisági listák  

annotated frequency lists of Hungarian literate 

works 

http://corpus.nytud.hu/cgi-

bin/e-

szokincs/gyakorisag?mode=l&w

ork=10&.cgifields=work 

Sound clusters in 
Hungarian speech - 
Acoustic 
representation in 
words 

Spoken word database for the acoustic 

presentation of CV, VC, VV, VVV, CC, CCC and 

CCCC sound combinations in Hungarian 

http://fonetika.nytud.hu/cccc/i

ndex.php?hl=en&v=1 
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Appendix B – contents  of SQL database 
Word data query – ‘emese_word_data’ in database boss_de_emese 

 

Syllable data query – ‘emese_syllable_data’ in database boss_de_emese 
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Phone data query – ‘emese_phone_data’ in database boss_de_emese 

 

Halfphone data query – ‘emese_halfphone_data’ in database boss_de_emese 
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Appendix C – Evaluation  sheet 

E-Mese – evaluation sheet 

a text-to-speech system to read children`s literature  

Greetings, I thank you for taking part in evaluating the speech synthesis system I created for my 

MA thesis. The goal of the system is to create speech signals out of written text, simply said: to 

read aloud. This voice is primarily designed to read fairy tales and alike. Soon you are going to 

hear examples, words and sentences read by the text-to-speech system. Please evaluate these 

from the several viewpoints that will be explained below. The evaluation sheet consists of 3 

parts, and will take you about 20 minutes. I suggest you use a headphone while listening to the 

examples.  

with thanks,  

Éva Székely  

A. General impression 
You can listen to the examples by clicking on the icons. You will hear six sentences. Evaluate the 

heard utterance according to the features below. When evaluating pleasantness, listen to the 

voice quality itself, how it sounds. By naturalness, we would like to know how close you think 

the heard utterance sounds like natural human speech.  By intelligibility, please evaluate how 

easy it is to understand the sentence. In this part, you can listen to the utterances as many 

times as you like. 

1. sentence 

MOS1.wav
 

pleasantness:   intelligibility:   naturalness: 

choose... choose... choose...
 

2. sentence 

MOS2.wav
 

pleasantness:   intelligibility:   naturalness: 

choose... choose... choose...
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3. sentence 

MOS3.wav
 

pleasantness:   intelligibility:    naturalness: 

choose... choose... choose...
 

4. sentence 

MOS4.wav
 

pleasantness:   intelligibility:    naturalness: 

choose... choose... choose...
 

5. sentence 

MOS5.wav
 

pleasantness:   intelligibility:    naturalness: 

choose... choose... choose...
 

6. sentence 

MOS6.wav
 

pleasantness:   intelligibility:    naturalness: 

choose... choose... choose...
 

B. Segmental intelligibility 
In this section we investigate the intelligibility of individual speech segments. In each case you 

will hear one word, select from the options below which word you think you heared. Try to 

listen to the words only once. 

1. word 

MOD1.wav
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2. word 

MOD2.wav
 

   

   

3. word 

MOD3.wav
 

   

   

4. word 

MOD4.wav
 

   

   

5. word 

MOD5.wav
 

   

   

6. word 

MOD6.wav
 

   

   

7. word 

MOD7.wav
 

   

   

8. word 

MOD8.wav
 

   

   

9. word 

MOD9.wav
 

   

   

10. word 

MOD10.wav
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C. Sentence intelligibility 
In this last part of the evaluation, you will hear three sentences that are grammatically correct 

but make no sense, so that the context would not give you a hint in understanding the 

individual words in the sentence. Type what you heard in the section below the icon.  Please 

use accents and punctuation. You can play the sentences twice.  

1. SUS sentence  

SUS1.wav
 

Please write here what you heard...

 

2. SUS sentence 

SUS2.wav
 

Please write here what you heard...

 

3. SUS sentence 

SUS3.wav
 

Please write here what you heard...

 

Finally, please tick the option below that is correct for you: 

 

If you have any remarks concerning the TTS system, please share them here: 

My remarks...

 

 

Thank you for your contribution!  


